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NON-GENERIC UNRAMIFIED REPRESENTATIONS IN METAPLECTIC
COVERING GROUPS
DAVID GINZBURG
Abstract. Let G(r) denote the metaplectic covering group of the linear algebraic group
G. In this paper we study conditions on unramified representations of the group G(r) not
to have a nonzero Whittaker function. We state a general Conjecture about the possible
unramified characters χ such that the unramified sub-representation of IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B will
have no nonzero Whittaker function. We prove this Conjecture for the groups GL
(r)
n with
r ≥ n− 1, and for the exceptional groups G
(r)
2 when r 6= 2.
1. introduction
Let F denote a local field and let G denote a split linear algebraic group defined over F .
Let B denote the Borel subgroup of G and let χ denote an unramified character of B. Let
fχ denote the unramified vector in the representation Ind
G
Bχδ
1/2
B . Let
(1) Wχ(g) =
∫
U
fχ(w0ug)ψU(u)du
denote the Whittaker function associated with fχ. Then this integral converges at some
domain of χ and admits an analytic continuation to all χ.
Assume that for some unramified character χ0, the function Wχ0(g) is zero for all g. This
can happen if and only ifWχ0(e) is zero. It follows from the Casselman Shalika [C-S] formula
that there exists a parabolic subgroup P of G, containing B, but not equal to it, such that
fχ0 is in the induced representation Ind
G
Pµ0δ
1/2
P . Here µ0 is an unramified character of P .
Conversely, it is easy to prove that for such an induced representation, integral (1) is zero.
In this paper we consider a similar situation in the metaplectic covering groups. In contrast
to the linear group case, representations of metaplectic covering groups tend not to have a
unique Whittaker function. In details, let η ∈ T
(r)
0 \T
(r) where T (r) is the inverse image in
G(r) of the maximal torus T of G, and T
(r)
0 a maximal abelian subgroup in T
(r). See Section
2. Given an unramified character of T , we can form the induced representation IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B .
Then we can form a Whittaker function defined on this induced space by all functions of the
form
(2) W (r)η (g) =
∫
U
f (r)(ηw0ug)ψU(u)du
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where f (r) denotes a vector in this induced space. Let π denote the sub-representation of
IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B generated by the unramified vector which we shall denote by f
(r)
χ . We will say
that π is generic if for some η integral W
(r)
η (g) is not zero when f (r) = f
(r)
χ . Otherwise we
say that π is not generic. In this paper we study the following
Problem 1. With the above notations, suppose that π is not generic. What can be said
about the character χ?
A way to construct examples of non-generic representations is using Theta representations.
Let H(r)(F ) denote the r metaplectic covering group of a linear algebraic group H . Let
Θ
(r)
H denote a Theta representation defined on H
(r). This representation can be realized as
the unramified sub-representation of a certain induced representation IndH
(r)
B
(r)
H
χHΘ δ
1/2
BH
. For
example, when H = GLn, this representation was defined in [K-P]. For this group χ
H
Θ =
δ
−1/2r
B(H) where B(H) is the Borel subgroup of H . The definition of these representations
for other groups, can be found, for example, in [F-G] and [Gao]. Depending on the relation
between the rank of H and the number r, the representation Θ
(r)
H may or may not be generic.
For example, when H = GLn, it follows from [K-P] that Θ
(r)
H is not generic if r < n, and
is generic for all r ≥ n. As an another example, it follows from [Gao], that when H is
the exceptional group G2, then Θ
(r)
H is not generic for r = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9. For this group the
character χHΘ is described in Subsection 5.2.
Let π denote the unramified representation of G(r) as was defined above. Suppose that H
is contained in a Levi part of a certain parabolic subgroup of G. Then, there is a number k
such that the group GLk1×H is a Levi part of a parabolic subgroup P of G. Let µ denote an
arbitrary unramified character of GLk1, and form the induced representation Ind
G(r)
P (r)
µΘ
(r)
H δ
1/2
P .
Suppose that Θ
(r)
H is not generic. Then it easily follows that Ind
G(r)
P (r)
µΘ
(r)
H δ
1/2
P is not generic.
Our goal in this paper is to study the following
Conjecture 1. Let π be as above. Ignoring several special cases mentioned below, then π is
not generic if and only if it is a subrepresentation of IndG
(r)
P (r)
µΘ
(r)
H δ
1/2
P for some µ and Θ
(r)
H ,
and such that Θ
(r)
H is not generic.
The special cases we need to ignore are the cases when there is a certain subgroup of a Levi
part of some parabolic subgroup ofG which splits under the r fold cover. This happens for the
groups Sp
(2)
2n , SO
(2)
2n+1, F
(2)
4 and G
(3)
2 . In these case we can construct induced representations
not of the form mentioned in Conjecture 1, such that the corresponding representations π
will not be generic.
Our main result is
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Theorem 1. Conjecture 1 holds for the groups GL
(r)
n when r = n− 1 and for all r ≥ n. It
also holds for the exceptional group G
(r)
2 for all r 6= 2. If r 6= 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, then π is always
generic.
Our method in proving the Theorem is essentially by direct calculation. The problem is
to determine the minimal computations needed in order to derive our result. In most cases
it is enough to compute only the integral W
(r)
η (e) where η is the identity. Then, to obtain
our result, we use intertwining operators as explained in Section 5. When G = GLn we use
the formula given in [B-B-C-F-G] to compute W
(r)
η (e) with η = e. We review their formula
in Section 3.
For the group G2, a similar formula as in [B-B-C-F-G], does not exist. Therefore we
compute the integrals W
(r)
η (e) explicitly. This is done in Section 4. If r 6= 2, 3, to prove
the Theorem, it is enough to compute W
(r)
η (e) with η = e. This we do in Proposition 2.
In Proposition 3 we compute W
(r)
η (e) with η = h(pα, p−α). We do it for all r, since the
computation in this case follow quite easily from the computation in Proposition 2. Finally,
in Proposition 4, for r = 2, 3 we compute W
(r)
η (e) for two special choices of η. Using that,
we are able to prove the Theorem when r = 3. Notice that r = 3 is one of the special cases
mentioned above, so the best we can assert is that χ = (χ1, χ1| · |
−1). See Subsection 5.2. We
mention that for the group G2, excluding r = 3, the group H appearing in Conjecture 1 is the
whole group G2. Indeed, the two maximal parabolic subgroups of G2 have Levi part which
is the group GL2. As follows from Theorem 1 for r ≥ 2, every unramified representation of
GL
(r)
2 is generic.
A similar situation occurs for the group GL
(r)
n when r = n− 1. In this case, the group H
is the group GLn itself.
Unfortunately, these computations are not enough to prove the Theorem for the groupG
(2)
2 .
The result we obtain is that χ can be one of the following three characters. Either χ = (|·|−1, |·
|−1/2) which, as mentioned in Subsection 5.2 are the parameters of the Theta representation.
Or, we get two other possibilities which are χ = (1, | · |−1/2) and χ = (| · |−1/2, 1). For this
group, since the set T
(2)
0 \T
(2) contains four elements, then for χ in general position, the
space of Whittaker functions of π contains four linearly independent functions. It follows
from our computations that for three such functions the value W
(2)
η (e) 6= 0. Assuming that
these three numbers are zero implies that χ is one of the three cases we mentioned above.
See Propositions 2, 3 and 4. However, when η = h(p, 1), we obtain W
(2)
η (e) = 0 for all χ.
Hence, to get information about it, we need to compute W
(2)
η (g) for other values of g. At
this point we do not know if further computations will eliminate the last two cases of χ
mentioned above, or that maybe Conjecture 1 does not hold for G
(2)
2 .
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2. Basic Definitions and Notations
We first review the definition of the induced representation IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B . The reference
for all this is [K-P]. Let B denote the standard Borel subgroup of G. Let B = TU where
T is the maximal split torus of G and U is the unipotent radical of B. Let T r denote the
subgroup of T consisting of all elements whose entries are r powers. Then T r splits inside
T (r), the inverse image of T inside G(r). Let χ denote an unramified character of T . We
consider it as a character of T r by restriction. Let K denote the maximal compact subgroup
of G. It is well known that it splits under the cover, and hence can be viewed as a subgroup
of G(r). Let T
(r)
0 denote the subgroup of T
(r) which is generated by T r, and by T (r) ∩ K.
Then, T
(r)
0 is a maximal abelian subgroup of T
(r). Thus, we can extend χ trivially from T r
to T
(r)
0 . Inducing up we obtain the representation Ind
G(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B which is independent of the
choice of the maximal abelian subgroup of T (r).
Let WG, or simply W , denote the Weyl group of G. We denote by w0 the longest element
in W .
Our goal is to study the set of functions given by integral (2), where η ∈ T
(r)
0 \T
(r), and
f (r) is the unramified vector in IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B . The character ψU is the Whittaker character of
U . More precisely, if αi for 1 ≤ i ≤ l are the set of all positive simple roots of G, we can write
an element u ∈ U as u = α1(r1) . . . αl(rl)u
′ where u′ is in the commutator subgroup of U .
Let ψ denote an unramified character of F . Then we define ψU (u) = ψ(r1+r2+ · · ·+rl). We
assume that integral (2) converges in some domain of χ and admits an analytic continuation
to all χ. We shall also denote λη(f
(r)) = W
(r)
η (e).
Given w ∈ W , We shall denote by Iw, the intertwining operator attached to w. Thus, we
have
(3) Iwf
(r)(g) =
∫
Uw
f (r)(w−1ug)du
Here Uw = w
−1Uw ∩ U− where U− = w0Uw
−1
0 . This integral converges in some domain of
χ and admits a meromorphic continuation.
Assume that G = GLn. Then the group G
(r) is as defined in [K-P] with c = 0. If G = G2
we consider it as a subgroup of SO7 and the cocycle we use is as defined for SO7 in [B-F-G].
In more details, if r is odd we use the Hilbert symbol (·, ·)r to form the covering group SO
(r)
7
and view it as subgroup of GL
(r)
7 . Then, for computations in G2 we restrict the cocycle
defined on GL
(r)
7 to G
(r)
2 . When r is even, we do the same but with the Hilbert symbol
(·, ·)2r. In both cases we get the r fold cover of G2. To make notations uniform, let n = r if
r is odd, and n = 2r if r is even. Then to form the group G
(r)
2 , we use the cocycle (·, ·)n.
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For both groups we shall identify elements of G(r) as pairs < g, ǫ > where g ∈ G and
ǫ ∈ µm. Here µm is the group of m roots of unity. We shall assume that m is large enough
so that (p, p)n = 1. Here p is a generator of the maximal ideal inside the ring of integers of
F . We shall denote q = |p|−1.
3. The Group GLn
Let B be the Borel subgroup of GLn consisting of upper unipoetnt matrices. Let T denote
the group of all diagonal matrices in B. We denote by U the unipotent radical of B. We
realize the Weyl group W of GLn as all permutation matrices in GLn. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,
let wi denote the simple refection corresponding to the simple root αi. In matrices, we have
wi(i, i+ 1) = wi(i+ 1, i) = 1 and wi(j, j) = 1 for all j 6= i, i+ 1. Here wi(l1, l2) denotes the
(l1, l2) entry of wi.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let χi denote an unramified character of F
∗. Let χ denote the unramified
character of T defined by χ(diag(a1, . . . , an)) = χ1(a1) . . . χn(an). As explained in Subsection
2, we form the induced representation IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B .
Let W
(r)
n (e) denote the integral (2) where we take η = 1 and g = e. We have
Proposition 1. The integral W
(r)
n (e) converges for all χ. When r = n − 1, we have
W
(n−1)
n (e) = 1− q−(n−1)χ
n−1
1 χ
−(n−1)
n (p). For all r ≥ n, we have W
(r)
n (e) = 1.
Proof. To prove this Proposition we use Theorem 1 in [B-B-C-F-G]. As is mentioned in [M]
the result in that Theorem can be stated as follows. Consider the integral (2) with η = 1
and g = e. Then perform the Iwasawa decomposition of w0u. Since f
(r) is the unramified
vector, then after performing the Iwasawa decomposition, we are left with f (r)(t) which
we need to evaluate. Here t is a certain torus element which is obtained from the above
decomposition, and whose entries are elements which are powers of p. The evaluation of
f (r)(t) then depends on the maximal abelian subgroup which we choose to work with. In
[B-B-C-F-G], the maximal abelian subgroup chosen is the one which is generated by T r and
by all tori elements whose entries are powers of p. Our choice is the abelian subgroup T
(r)
0
described in Section 2. Nevertheless, since the Iwasawa decomposition is an independent
process which has no relation to the maximal abelain subgroup we choose, we can then still
use the formula given in [B-B-C-F-G], but add an extra condition which we will mention
bellow.
Using that we have from [B-B-C-F-G] the following,
W (r)n (e) =
∑
∆r
(1− q−1)l1(∆r)q−l2(∆r)/2(−q−1)l3(∆r)G
(r)
∆r
(χ1χ
−1
2 )
k1(χ2χ
−1
3 )
k2 . . . (χn−1χ
−1
n )
kn−1
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The sum is over all strict Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns ∆r whose top row is the row given by(
n− 1 n− 2 . . . 2 1 0
)
, and such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, the numbers ki as defined
in [B-B-C-F-G] equation (13), are all zero modulo r. For notations related to Gelfand-Tsetlin
patterns we refer to [B-B-C-F-G]. This last condition on the numbers ki is the result of our
choice of the maximal ableian subgroup. Indeed, it easily follows that f (r)(t) is zero unless
t ∈ T r. Hence, we may discard all those Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns which do not satisfy the
above condition on the numbers ki.
The number l1(∆r) is the number of numbers ai,j in ∆r such that ai−1,j 6= ai,j 6= ai−1,j−1
and that the numbers bi,j defined in [B-B-C-F-G] equation (11), are zero modulo r. In our
computations we will always have l1(∆r) = 0. The number l2(∆r) is the number of numbers
ai,j in ∆r such that ai,j = ai−1,j−1 and that the numbers bi,j are not zero modulo r. For each
such numbers ai,j and bi,j we form the Gauss sum G
(r)
bi,j
(1, p). Then, we denote by G
(r)
∆r
the
product of all those Gauss sums where the product is over all such numbers ai,j. Finally, we
denote by l3(∆r) the number of all numbers ai,j which satisfies ai,j = ai−1,j−1 and that the
numbers bi,j are zero modulo r.
With these notations, the proof of the Proposition follows easily. Indeed, we claim that
when r ≥ n, there is only one relevant Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern, and when r = n−1 there are
only two. We will prove it and for clarity, we first prove it for the group GL4. To prove that
W
(r)
4 (e) = 1 for all r ≥ 4, we consider all ∆r such that the numbers ki are all zero modulo r.
Since the first row of ∆r is
(
3 2 1 0
)
we deduce that the only possible second row which
is relevant is the row
(
2 1 0
)
. In this case we have k1 = 0, and this is the only possibility.
The condition that k2 will be zero modulo r, implies that the third row of ∆r is
(
1 0
)
and
similarly, for k3 to be zero modulo r, the fourth row of ∆r must be 0. Thus, we obtain one
Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern which satisfies the required conditions. Since ai,j = ai−1,j for all
(i, j) we deduce that lm(∆r) = 0 for all m = 1, 2, 3. We refer to this pattern as the trivial
pattern. We thus obtain that W
(r)
4 (e) = 1. For general values of r ≥ n, we obtain the same
result, namely that only the trivial pattern contributes. Hence, W
(r)
n (e) = 1 for all n.
Next consider the case when r = n − 1. Clearly we will have the contribution of the
trivial pattern which contributes one to the value of W
(n−1)
n (e). There is one more relevant
pattern. Indeed, when n = 4 the only other option for the second row is
(
3 2 1
)
which
implies that k1 = 3. With that we deduce that only
(
3 1
)
is relevant and it gives k2 = 3.
Then the last row in ∆3 is the number three which implies k3 = 3. For this pattern we have
a1,1 = a2,2 = a3,3 = 3, a1,2 = 2 and a1,3 = 1. These are the only numbers ai,j which can
contribute to the numbers lm(∆r). We have b1,1 = 3; b1,2 = b2,2 = 1 and b1,3 = b3,3 = 2.
Hence, we have l1(∆3) = 0. Only a1,1 will contribute to l3(∆3) and all other four numbers
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contribute to l2(∆3). Hence l2(∆3) = 4 and l3(∆3) = 1. Finally, since for the four numbers
contributing to l2(∆3) two of the values of the corresponding bi,j are ones and two are twos,
we deduce that G
(3)
∆r
= (G
(3)
1 (1, p))
2(G
(3)
2 (1, p))
2 = 1. Hence, the contribution toW
(3)
4 (e) from
this pattern is given by
(1− q−1)0(q−4/2)(−q−1)1(χ1χ
−1
2 )
3(χ2χ
−1
3 )
3(χ3χ
−1
4 )
3 = −q−3χ31χ
−3
4
Combining with the contribution of one from the trivial pattern, the Proposition follows
for the case n = 4. For any n, beside the trivial pattern we also have one more relevant
pattern. It is the one such that ai,i = n − 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and ai,i+j = n − j − i
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − j − 1. For this pattern we have kl = n − 1 for all l. As in the case
when n = 4, we have no ai,j which will contribute to l1(∆n−1) which is then equal zero. The
only relevant numbers to compute the rest of the factors are, a1,1 = n − 1; b1,1 = n − 1,
ai,i = n − 1; bi,i = i− 1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and a1,i = n − i; b1,i = n− i for 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
In the first case, from a1,1 we get a contribution to l3(∆n−1). From the second case, we
get the contribution q−1/2G
(n−1)
i−1 (1, p) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. From the third case we get
q−1/2G
(n−1)
n−i (1, p) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Hence, l3(∆n−1) = 1 and l2(∆n−1) = 2(n− 2). Thus,
this pattern contributes
q−2(n−2)/2(
n−1∏
i=2
G
(n−1)
i−1 (1, p))
2(−q−1)(χ1χ
−1
2 )
n−1 . . . (χn−1χ
−1
n )
n−1 = −q−(n−1)(χ1χ
−1
n )
n−1
From this the Proposition follows.

4. The group G2
For computations it will be convenient to use the matrix realization of G2 as given in
[H-R-T]. Thus, T is generated by all h(k1, k2) = diag(k1, k2, k1k
−1
2 , 1, k
−1
1 k2, k
−1
2 , k
−1
1 ). Recall
that n = r if r is odd, and n = 2r if r is even. With these notations we have the following
identity < h(k1, k2), 1 >< h(r1, r2), 1 >= (k1, r
−2
1 r2)n(k2, r1r
−2
2 )n < h(k1r1, k2r2), 1 >. This
implies that
(4)
< h(ǫ−11 , ǫ
−1
2 ), 1 >< h(p
α, pβ), 1 >< h(ǫ1, ǫ2), 1 >= (ǫ1, p
4α−2β)n(ǫ2, p
−2α+4β)n < h(p
α, pβ), 1 >
Henceforth, when there is no confusion, we shall write g for < g, 1 >. Let χ denote
an unramified character of T . With the above parametrization, we write χ(h(k1, k2)) =
χ1(k1)χ2(k2). Here χi are two unramified characters of F
∗. As explained in Section 2, using
χ we can construct the induced representation IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B .
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Let a and b denote the two simple roots of G2, where a is the short root. For a root α,
we shall denote by xα(l) the one dimensional unipotent subgroup associated with this root.
Matrix realization of xa(l) and xb(l) are given in [H-R-T]. The other positive roots of G2 are
a+ b, 2a+ b, 3a+ b and 3a+2b. We shall denote by wa and wb the two simple reflection in
W . In the proof of the following Proposition we will repeatedly use commutation relations
between elements of the group G2. Using the matrix realization of xa(l), xb(l) and the simple
reflections wa and wb, given in [H-R-T], it is easy to deduce these commutation relations.
Hence,we will not specify them, and leave it to reader to verify them.
We first compute integral (2) with η = 1 and g = 1. We shall denote it by W (r)(e). Also,
when there is no confusion, we shall write χi for χi(p). We have
Proposition 2. Integral W (r)(e) converges in the domain |χ1χ2| < q
1/2. We have,
(5) W (2)(e) = 1+(1−q−1)q−1χ21(1+χ
2
2)−q
−2χ21(χ
2
1+χ
4
2)−(1−q
−1)q−2χ41χ
2
2(1+χ
2
2)+q
−4χ61χ
4
2
(6) W (3)(e) = (1− q−1χ1χ
−1
2 )(1− q
−1χ21χ2)(1− q
−1χ1χ
2
2)(1 + q
−1χ21χ2 + q
−1χ1χ
2
2)
(7) W (4)(e) = 1− q−2χ41
(8) W (5)(e) = 1− q−3χ51χ
5
2
(9) W (6)(e) = 1− q−2χ21χ
4
2
(10) W (9)(e) = 1− q−3χ61χ
3
2
For all other values of r we have W (r)(e) = 1.
Proof. Conjugating the Weyl element to the right, W (r)(e) is equal to
I =
∫
F 5
fWa(x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(2a+b)(r3)x−(3a+b)(m1)x−(3a+2b)(m2))ψ(m1)dridmj
where
fWa(g) =
∫
F
f (r)(waxa(l)g)ψ(l)dl
Write I = I1+ I2, where I1 is the contribution to I from the integration domain |m1| ≤ 1,
and I2 the contribution from |m1| > 1. Using the right invariance property of fWa, we obtain
(11) I1 =
∫
F 4
fWa(x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(2a+b)(r3)x−(3a+2b)(m2))dridm2
For all |k| ≤ 1, we have fWa(g) = fWa(gx3a+b(k)). Using that in integral (11) and conjugating
x3a+b(k) to the left, we obtain the integral
∫
ψ(r3k)dk as an inner integration. In the above
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we used the left invariant property of fWa and relevant commutation relations in G2. The
integration domain is over |k| ≤ 1. Hence, if |r3| > 1 we get zero contribution to I1. Thus,
I1 =
∫
F 3
fWa(x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(3a+2b)(m2))dridm2
Write I1 = I11 + I12 where I11 is the contribution from the integration domain |m2| ≤ 1
and I12 is the contribution from |m2| > 1. To compute I11 we repeat the same process as
we did above with the variable r3. Thus, using x2a+b(k) with |k| ≤ 1 we deduce that the
contribution to I11 from the domain |r2| > 1 is zero. Similarly, using xa+b(k) with |k| ≤ 1
we deduce that the contribution to I11 from the domain |r1| > 1 is zero. Thus, we have
I11 = fWa(e).
Next, to compute I12 we perform the Iwasawa decomposition of x−(3a+2b)(m2) with |m2| >
1. We have x−(3a+2b)(m2) = x3a+2b(m
−1
2 )h(m
−1
2 , m
−1
2 )k where k is in the maximal compact
subgroup. Plugging this in integral I12 we obtain
I12 =
∫
|m2|>1
∫
F 2
fWa(x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x3a+2b(m
−1
2 )h(m
−1
2 , m
−1
2 ))dridm2
Conjugating the two right most elements to the left, using the left invariant properties of
fWa , we obtain the integral
I12 =
∫
|m2|>1
∫
F 2
|m2|
2fWa(h(m
−1
2 , m
−1
2 )x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2))ψ(m2r
2
2)dridm2
In the above, the factors |m2|
2 and ψ(m2r
2
2) are derived from the change of variables which
is performed during the conjugation. Notice that the matrix h(m−12 , m
−1
2 ) commutes with
the matrix xa(l). Hence, we can perform the same steps we did in the computation of I11,
to deduce that the contribution to I12 is zero unless |ri| ≤ 1 for i = 1, 2. Thus, we have
I12 =
∫
|m2|>1
|m2|
2fWa(h(m
−1
2 , m
−1
2 ))
∫
|r2|≤1
ψ(m2r
2
2)dr2dm2
We shall not compute this integral, since it will cancel with another contribution. However,
direct calculation implies that this integral converges in the domain |χ1χ2| < q
1/2.
Next we compute I2. Writing m1 = p
−mǫ with m > 1 and |ǫ| = 1, we obtain that I2 is
equal to
∞∑
m=1
qm
∫
F 4
∫
|ǫ|=1
fWa(x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(2a+b)(r3)x−(3a+b)(p
−mǫ)x−(3a+2b)(m2))ψ(p
−mǫ)dridm2dǫ
Notice that fWa(g) = fWa(gh(ǫ, ǫ)) = fWa(h(ǫ, ǫ)g) for |ǫ| = 1. The last equality is obtained
from the property f (r)(h(ǫ1, ǫ2)g) = f
(r)(g) for all |ǫi| = 1. We also have the equality
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x−(3a+b)(p
−mǫ) = h(ǫ−1, ǫ−1)x3a+b(p
m)h(ǫ, ǫ). Using that in the above integral, we obtain the
integral
∫
ψ(p−mǫ)dǫ as an inner integration. Here, we integrate over |ǫ| = 1. Hence, we
obtain zero integration if m > 1. When m = 1 we get −q−1. Hence,
I2 = −
∫
F 4
fWa(x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(2a+b)(r3)x−(3a+b)(p
−1)x−(3a+2b)(m2))dridm2
Using the Iwasawa decomposition x−(3a+b)(p
−1) = x3a+b(p)h(p, 1)k where k is in the maximal
compact subgroup, we obtain after conjugation
I2 = −q
∫
F 4
fWa(h(p, 1)x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(2a+b)(r3)x−(3a+2b)(m2))ψ(−r3)dridm2
We claim that the contribution to I2 from the integration domain |r3| ≤ 1, is zero. Denote
this contribution by I02 . Then, in this domain, the character ψ(−r3) is trivial. Using the
left and right invariant property of fWa under h(ǫ, ǫ), we obtain a cocycle contribution which
results from the matrix multiplication h(ǫ−1, ǫ−1)h(p, 1)h(ǫ, ǫ). Using (4), this conjugation
produces the Hilbert symbol (ǫ, p)2n. Thus, we obtain I
0
2 = (ǫ, p)
2
nI
0
2 . For all n, we can find
an ǫ such that (ǫ, p)2n is not trivial. Hence I
0
2 = 0. Hence, in integral I2, we may restrict to
the integration domain where |r3| > 1. This is equal to
−q
∞∑
m=1
qm
∫
F 3
∫
|ǫ|=1
fWa(h(p, 1)x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(2a+b)(p
−mǫ)x−(3a+2b)(m2))ψ(−p
−mǫ)dridm2dǫ
We have x−(2a+b)(p
−mǫ) = h(ǫ−1, ǫ−1)x−(2a+b)(p
−m)h(ǫ, ǫ). Conjugating the tori elements to
the left and right, we obtain the integral
∫
(ǫ, p)−2n ψ(−p
−mǫ)dǫ as inner integration. This
integral is zero if m > 1, and for m = 1 it is equal to q−1/2G
(n)
2 (1, p). Here G
(n)
2 (1, p) is
the normalized Gauss sum, so that |G
(n)
2 (1, p)| = 1. Performing the Iwasawa decomposition
x−(2a+b)(p
−1) = x2a+b(p)h(p
2, p)k where k is in the compact, we obtain
I2 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∫
F 3
fWa(h(p
3, p)x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2)x−(3a+2b)(m2))ψ(−m2)ψ(2pr2)dridm2
Write I2 as a sum of four integrals I2i according to the contribution from the various inte-
gration domains of the variables r2 and m2.
We start with I21 which correspond to the integration domain |r2|, |m2| ≤ 1. Breaking the
domain of integration of r1 in a similar way, we obtain
I21 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)fWa(h(p
3, p))− q11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∫
|r1|>1
fWa(h(p
3, p)x−b(r1))dr1
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The second summand is equal to
− q11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
m=1
qm
∫
|ǫ|=1
fWa(h(p
3, p)h(1, pmǫ−1))dǫ
In the above we also performed the Iwasawa decomposition for x−b(r1) with |r1| > 1. It
follows from the cocycle computation right before (4), that the factorization h(1, pmǫ−1) =
h(1, pm)h(1, ǫ−1) produces the Hilbert symbol (ǫ, p)2mn . Hence, the above is equal to
− q11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
m=1
qmfWa(h(p
3, pm+1))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn dǫ
Clearly, fWa(h(p
3, pm+1)) = 0 for all m ≥ 3. When m = 1 the integral over ǫ is zero for all
n. So we are left with m = 2. Thus
(12) I21 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)fWa(h(p
3, p))− q15/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)fWa(h(p
3, p3))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)4ndǫ
Next we denote by I22 the contribution to I2 from the integration domain |r2| > 1 and
|m2| ≤ 1. Plug in the Iwasawa decomposition x−(a+b)(r2) = xa+b(r
−1
2 )h(r
−1
2 , r
−2
2 )k, and
conjugate the matrices to the left, we obtain
I22 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∫
|r2|>1
∫
F
fWa(h(p
3, p)h(r−12 , r
−2
2 )x−b(r1))ψ(2pr2)ψ(p
2r22r1)|r2|
3dri
Assume |r1| ≤ 1. Then we obtain as inner integration
∫
ψ(p2r22r1)dr1 integrated over |r1| ≤ 1.
It follows from the support of the function fWa that |p
2r2| ≤ 1. Hence |r2| = q, q
2. If
|r2| = q
2, we get as an inner integration
∫
ψ(p−2r1)dr1 which is clearly zero. If |r2| = q, we
write r2 = p
−1ǫ with |ǫ| = 1. Using (4) we obtain
−q19/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)fWa(h(p
4, p3))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)6ndǫ
Hence, for this term to be nonzero we must have r = 3. However, conjugating in fWa by
h(η, η) we obtain that fWa(h(p
4, p3)) is not zero only if (η, p)14n = 1. This is not the case if
r = 3, and hence we get zero contribution.
Hence, in integral I22 we may restrict to the domain |r1| > 1. Performing the Iwasawa
decomposition in r1 we obtain
I22 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∫
|r1|,|r2|>1
fWa(h(p
3, p)h(r−12 , r
−2
2 )h(1, r
−1
1 ))ψ(2pr2)ψ(p
2r22r1)|r2|
3dri
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Write r2 = p
−mǫ and r1 = p
−kη where |ǫ| = |η| = 1. Then, using (4), and taking into an
account the Hilbert symbol produced by the various factorizations, we obtain
I22 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
m,k=1
q4m+kfWa(h(p
m+3, p2m+k+1))×
×
∫
|ǫ|=|η|=1
(η, p)2kn (ǫ, p)
6m+6k
n ψ(2p
1−mǫ)ψ(p2−2m−kǫ2η)dǫdη
Changing variables η → ηǫ−2 we deduce from the integral over η that the only nontrivial con-
tribution is fromm = k = 1. When this happens, we obtain the integral
∫
(η, p)2nψ(p
−1η)dη as
inner integration. This integral is equal to q−1/2G
(n)
2 (1, p). Thus, the Gauss sum is cancelled,
and we obtain
(13) I22 = −q
10fWa(h(p
4, p4))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)8ndǫ
Next, in I2 we consider the integration domain |m2| > 1. Performing the Iwasawa decom-
position x−(3a+2b)(m2) = x3a+2b(m
−1
2 )h(m
−1
2 , m
−1
2 )k, and conjugating those matrices to the
left, we obtain the contribution of
(14) − q11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)×
×
∫
|m2|>1
∫
F 2
fWa(h(p
3, p)h(m−12 , m
−1
2 )x−b(r1)x−(a+b)(r2))ψ(−(1− pr2)
2m2)|m
2
2|dridm2
Let I23 denote the contribution to integral (14) from the integration domain |r2| ≤ 1. Then,
|pr2| < 1, and hence 1− pr2 is a unit which is an n power. Hence, changing variables in m2,
we obtain
I23 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∫
|m2|>1
∫
F
fWa(h(p
3, p)h(m−12 , m
−1
2 )x−b(r1))ψ(m2)|m
2
2|dr1dm2
Write m2 = p
−mǫ. Using (4) we obtain
I23 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
m=1
q3m
∫
F
fWa(h(p
m+3, pm+1)x−b(r1))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn ψ(p
−mǫ)dǫdr1
The inner integration is nonzero only if m = 1, and for m = 1 it is equal to q−1/2G
(n)
2 (1, p).
Thus, the Gauss sum is cancelled, and we obtain
I23 = −q
8
∫
F
fWa(h(p
4, p2)x−b(r1))dr1
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Breaking the integration domain of r1 to |r1| ≤ 1 and |r1| > 1, we obtain
(15) I23 = −q
8fWa(h(p
4, p2))− q10fWa(h(p
4, p4))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)4ndǫ
We are left with integral I24 which corresponds in integral I2 to the integration domain over
|r2|, |m2| > 1. Performing the Iwasawa decomposition x−(a+b)(r2) = xa+b(r
−1
2 )h(r
−1
2 , r
−2
2 )k in
integral (14), we obtain after conjugation
(16) I24 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∫
|r2|,|m2|>1
∫
F
fWa(h(p
3, p)h(m−12 , m
−1
2 )h(r
−1
2 , r
−2
2 )x−b(r1))×
×ψ(−(1 − pr2)
2m2)ψ(p
2r22r1)|r
3
2m
2
2|dridm2
Let I241 denote the contribution to I24 from the integration domain |r1| ≤ 1. Writing
r2 = p
−mη and m2 = p
−kǫ, we obtain using (4),
(17) I241 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
m,k=1
q4m+3kfWa(h(p
k+m+3, pk+2m+1))×
×
∫
|ǫ|,|η|=1
(ǫ, p)2k+6mn (η, p)
6mψ((1− p1−mη)2p−kǫ)dǫdη
∫
|r1|≤1
ψ(p2−2mr1)dr1
From the integration over r1 we deduce that the only nontrivial contribution to the above
integral is when m = 1. For |ν| = 1, using (4) the multiplication h(ν, ν)−1h(pk+4, pk+3)h(ν, ν)
produces the Hilbert symbol (ν, p)14+4kn . Hence fWa(h(p
k+4, pk+3)) = 0 unless (ν, p)14+4kn = 1.
In (17) with m = 1 we consider first the contribution when η ∈ 1+P. Here P is the maximal
ideal in the ring of integers of F . Since (η, p)n = 1 for such η, we get the contribution of
− q19/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
k=1
q3kfWa(h(p
k+4, pk+3))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2k+6n
∫
|t|<1
ψ(t2p−kǫ)dtdǫ
The inner integration is equal to
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2k+6n
∞∑
m=1
q−m
∫
|ν|=1
ψ(p2m−kν2ǫ)dνdǫ
Changing variables ǫ→ ǫν−2, we obtain
∫
(ν, p)−4k−12n dν as inner integration. Since we have
(ν, p)14+4kn = 1, this integral is equal to
∫
(ν, p)2ndν, which is zero. Thus we are left with the
contribution to I241 from the integration domain η /∈ 1 + P. Thus, integral I241 is equal to
(18)
− q19/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
k=1
q3kfWa(h(p
k+4, pk+3))
∫
|ǫ|=1 ,η /∈1+P
(ǫ, p)2k+6n (η, p)
6
nψ((1− η)
2p−kǫ)dηdǫ
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For such η, we have |1− η| = 1. Changing variables in ǫ, we obtain
∫
(ǫ, p)2k+6n ψ(p
−kǫ)dǫ as
inner integration. This is not zero only if k = 1. Hence
I241 = −q
25/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)fWa(h(p
5, p4))
∫
η/∈1+P
(η, p)6n(1− η, p)
−16
n dη
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)8nψ(p
−1ǫ)dǫ
Recall from above that fWa(h(p
5, p4)) = 0 unless (ν, p)18n = 1. Hence,
(19) I241 = −q
25/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)fWa(h(p
5, p4))
∫
η/∈1+P
(η, p)6n(1− η, p)
2
ndη
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)8nψ(p
−1ǫ)dǫ
The condition (ν, p)18n = 1 implies that n = r = 3 or n = r = 9. In the first case the
integration over ǫ is equal to q−1/2G
(3)
2 (1, p). The Gauss sum is cancelled and we obtain
I241 = −q
12fWa(h(p
5, p4))
∫
η/∈1+P
(1− η, p)23dη
Suppose that {ǫi} is a set of representatives for O
∗/1 + P, and assume that ǫ1 = 1. Then∫
η/∈1+P
(1− η, p)23dη =
∑
ǫi 6=1
∫
η∈ǫi+P
(1− η, p)23dη =
∑
ǫi 6=1
∫
η∈ǫi+P
(η, p)23dη =
∫
η/∈1+P
(η, p)23dη
Here we used the fact that if {ǫi} with i 6= 1 is a set of nontrivial representatives then so is
{ǫi + 1} with i 6= 1. Since∫
η/∈1+P
(η, p)23dη =
∫
|η|=1
(η, p)23dη −
∫
η∈1+P
(η, p)23dη =
∫
η∈1+P
dη = −q−1
we obtain that when r = 3,
(20) I241 = q
11fWa(h(p
5, p4))
When n = r = 9, the integral over ǫ in integral I241 is equal to q
−1/2G
(9)
8 (1, p). At the end of
the proof of this Proposition, we will prove that
(21)
∫
η/∈1+P
(η, p)69(1− η, p)
2
9dη = q
−1/2G
(9)
1 (1, p)G
(9)
6 (1, p)G
(9)
2 (1, p)
Cancelling the relevant Gauss sums, we obtain the contribution
(22) I241 = −q
23/2G
(9)
6 (1, p)fWa(h(p
5, p4))
To complete the computation of I24 we need to consider the contribution to (16) from the
integration domain |r1| > 1. We denote this contribution by I242. Performing the Iwasawa
decomposition of x−b(r1), we obtain
I242 = −q
11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∫
|r1|,|r2|,|m2|>1
fWa(h(p
3, p)h(m−12 , m
−1
2 )h(r
−1
2 , r
−2
2 )h(1, r
−1
1 ))×
14
×ψ(−(1 − pr2)
2m2)ψ(p
2r22r1)|r
3
2m
2
2|dridm2
Write r1 = p
−lν, r2 = p
−kη and m2 = p
−mǫ. Using (4) this is equal to
− q11/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)
∞∑
m,k,l=1
q3m+4k+lfWa(h(p
m+k+3, pm+2k+l+1))×
×
∫
(ν, p)2ln (η, p)
6k+6l
n (ǫ, p)
2m+6k+2l
n ψ(p
2−2k−lη2ν)ψ((1− p1−kη)2p−mǫ)dνdηdǫ
Here ǫ, η and ν are integrated over the groups of units in the ring of integers of F . Changing
variables ν → νη2, we obtain from the integral over ν that the only non trivial contribution
is when k = l = 1. In this case we also obtain a cancellation of the Gauss sum, and hence
I242 = −q
10
∞∑
m=1
q3mfWa(h(p
m+4, pm+4))
∫
|ǫ|,|η|=1
(η, p)8n(ǫ, p)
2m+8
n ψ((1− η)
2p−mǫ)dηdǫ
In the integration domain η /∈ 1 + P we argue as in (18), to deduce first that the only
nontrivial contribution is when m = 1. When this is the case we obtain
(23) I2421 = −q
13fWa(h(p
5, p5))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)10n ψ(p
−1ǫ)dǫ


∫
|η|=1
(η, p)8ndη − q
−1


In the integration domain where η ∈ 1 + P, we obtain
I2422 = −q
10
∞∑
m=1
q3mfWa(h(p
m+4, pm+4))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2m+8n
∫
|t|<1
ψ(t2p−mǫ)dtdǫ
Write t = pkν, then shifting m→ m+ 4 and changing variables ǫ→ ǫν−2, we obtain
I2422 = −q
10
∞∑
m=5
q3m−12fWa(h(p
m, pm))
∫
|ν|=1
(ν, p)−4mn dν
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn
∞∑
k=1
ψ(p2k−m+4ǫ)dǫ
Shift k → k − 2 and write
(24) −
∞∑
m=5
∞∑
k=3
= −
∞∑
m=1
∞∑
k=0
+
∞∑
m=1
2∑
k=0
+
4∑
m=1
∞∑
k=3
It is not hard to check that the first summand on the right hand side of equation (24)
cancels with integral I12. This can be verified without actually computing the terms. The
third summand on the right hand side of equation (24) is equal to
(25)
4∑
m=1
q3m
∞∑
k=3
q−kfWa(h(p
m, pm))
∫
|ν|=1
(ν, p)−4mn dν
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn dǫ =
= q−3
4∑
m=1
q3mfWa(h(p
m, pm))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn dǫ
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In the last equality we used that fact the fWa(h(p
m, pm)) = 0 unless (η, p)4mn = 1. This
follows from (4).
The second summand on the right hand side of equation (24) is equal to
∞∑
m=1
q3mfWa(h(p
m, pm))
∫
|ν|=1
(ν, p)−4mn dν
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn (ψ(p
−mǫ)+q−1ψ(p2−mǫ)+q−2ψ(p4−mǫ))dǫ
Thus, if m > 5 we get zero contribution. Adding this to integral (25), we obtain
(26) I2422 = q
5/2fWa(h(p, p))
∫
|ν|=1
(ν, p)−4n dν + q
−2
4∑
m=1
q3mfWa(h(p
m, pm))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn dǫ
+q−1
3∑
m=1
q3mfWa(h(p
m, pm))
∫
|ν|=1
(ν, p)−4mn dν
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)2mn ψ(p
2−mǫ)dǫ+
+q13fWa(h(p
5, p5))
∫
|ν|=1
(ν, p)−20n dν
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)10n ψ(p
−1ǫ)dǫ
To complete the proof of the Proposition we need to analyse the contribution from fWa(e),
and from the integrals given by (12), (13), (15), (20), (22), (23), and (26). For that we need
to compute
fWa(h(p
l+k, pk)) =
∫
F
f(waxa(y)h(p
l+k, pk))ψ(y)dy
where we write f for f (r). Conjugating the torus to the left and then breaking the integration
domain in y to |y| ≤ 1 and |y| > 1, we obtain,
q−lf(h(pk, pl+k)) + q−l
∞∑
m=1
qmf(h(pk+m, pl+k−m))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)6mn ψ(p
l−mǫ)dǫ
In the above we also used (4) to determine that the product h(pm, p−m)h(ǫ, ǫ−1) contributes
the Hilbert symbol (ǫ, p)6mn . The contribution to the sum over m is zero if m > l+1. Hence,
the above is equal to
(27) q−lf(h(pk, pl+k)) + q−l
l∑
m=1
qmf(h(pk+m, pl+k−m))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)6mn dǫ+
+qf(h(pk+l+1, pk−1))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)6(l+1)n ψ(p
−1ǫ)dǫ
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Given l and k, it is now easy to evaluate (27). For example, to compute fWa(e) we need to
plug in (27) the values l = k = 0. We then get
fWa(e) = f(e) + qf(h(p, p
−1))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)6nψ(p
−1ǫ)dǫ
It follows from (4) that f(h(p, p−1)) = 0 unless n = r = 3. In that case we obtain
f(h(p, p−1)) = χ1χ
−1
2 q
−1. Hence, if r = 3 then fWa(e) = 1 − χ1χ
−1
2 q
−1 and for all other
values of r we get fWa(e) = 1.
As an another example, consider the first summand in (12). In this case l = 2 and k = 1,
and we obtain
fWa(h(p
3, p)) = q−2f(h(p, p3)) + q−2
2∑
m=1
f(h(pm+1, p3−m))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)6mn dǫ+
+qf(h(p4, 1))
∫
|ǫ|=1
(ǫ, p)18n ψ(p
−1ǫ)dǫ
Using (4), the first summand is zero, and also the corresponding summand when m = 2.
When m = 1 the integral over ǫ implies that that if r 6= 3 the corresponding term is zero.
However, if r = 3 then it follows from (4) that f(h(p2, p2)) = 0. Hence, the only nonzero
contribution is from the last summand and this happens only if r = 2 or r = 4. In this case,
the integral over ǫ is equal to q−1/2 if r = 2, and if r = 4 then n = 8, and the integral is equal
to q−1/2G
(8)
2 . Overall, the first summand of (12) is equal to −q
−2χ41 when r = 2, 4 and zero
for all other values of r. All other terms are treated in the same way. We also mention that
there are some cancellations between the terms. For example, the term in equation (13) is
cancelled with the contribution when m = 4 in the second summand of (26). We will omit
the details.
To complete the proof of the Proposition we still need to prove identity (21). A direct
calculation is possible, however the following argument is simpler. Let A denote the left
hand side of equation (21). When r = 9 we get zero contribution from all terms except from
fWa(e) and (19). Thus we deduce that
(28) W (9)(e) = 1− q12G
(n)
2 (1, p)G
(9)
8 (1, p)AfWa(h(p
5, p4))
Here we used the fact that fWa(e) = 1 when r = 9. Using equation (27) with k = 4 and
l = 1, we obtain
fWa(h(p
5, p4)) = q1/2G
(9)
3 (1, p)f(h(p
6, p3)) = q−29/2G
(9)
3 (1, p)χ
6
1χ
3
2
HenceW (9)(e) = 1−Aq−5/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)G
(9)
8 (1, p)G
(9)
3 (1, p)χ
6
1χ
3
2. From [Gao] Section 7 it follows
that the Theta representation of the group G
(9)
2 has no nonzero Whittaker function. It also
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follows from that reference, see bellow Subsection 5.2, that the parameters of the Theta
representations are χ1 = q
4/9 and χ2 = q
1/9. Thus, plugging this in the above identity, we
obtain 0 = 1− Aq1/2G
(n)
2 (1, p)G
(9)
8 (1, p)G
(9)
3 (1, p). From this equation (21) follows.

Based on the proof of Proposition 2, we can compute the values of W
(r)
η (e) for other
tori elements η. Let η(α, β) = diag(pα, pβ, pα−β, 1, p−α+β, p−β, p−α). Here α and β are two
integers. We start with
Proposition 3. Integral W
(r)
η(α,−α)(e) converges in the domain |χ1χ2| < q
1/2. We have,
(29) W
(2)
η(1,−1)(e) = q
−3/2χ21χ
−2
2 (1 + χ
2
2)(1 + q
−1χ21χ2)(1− q
−1χ22)(1− q
−1χ21χ2)
(30) W
(4)
η(3,−3)(e) = q
−7/2G
(8)
6 (1, p)χ
4
1χ
−4
2 (1− q
−1χ42)
(31) W
(6)
η(1,−1)(e) = q
−3/2χ21χ
−2
2 (1− q
−2χ41χ
2
2 + (1− q
−1)q−1χ21χ
4
2)
(32) W
(9)
η(5,−5)(e) = q
−11/2G
(9)
6 (1, p)χ
6
1χ
−6
2 (1− q
−2χ31χ
6
2)
Proof. First, we mention that the cases when r = 3 and r = 5 are not included since they
give no new information. To prove the above result we claim that all we need to do is to
consider the expressions given by fWa(e), and from the integrals given by (12), (13), (15),
(20), (22), (23), and (26), where we replace fWa(h) by f
α
Wa(h). Here, h is a diagonal matrix,
and
(33) fαWa(h) =
∫
F
f(h(pα, p−α)waxa(y)h)ψ(y)dy
To assert this, we notice that in the case when α = 0, the only property which we used and
is needed to be check here, is the the property that fWa(h(ǫ, ǫ)h) = fWa(h) for all ǫ which
is unit. In other words, we need to verify that for |ǫ| = 1 we have fαWa(h(ǫ, ǫ)h) = f
α
Wa(h).
But this easily follows from (4), since the conjugation h(ǫ−1, ǫ−1)h(pα, p−α)h(ǫ, ǫ) produces
no Hilbert symbol.
To illustrate this computation, consider the case when r = 6. It is not hard to check that
we obtain
W
(6)
η(α,−α)(e) = f
α
Wa(e)− q
8fαWa(h(p
4, p2)) + (1− q−1)q15/2fαWa(h(p
3, p3))
Indeed, the second summand on the right hand side is derived from the first summand in
equation (15), and the last summand on the the right hand side is derived from the second
summand in equation (26). All of the other terms contribute zero when r = 6. Using (27),
we obtain
fαWa(e) = f(h(p
α, p−α) + q1/2f(h(pα+1, p−α−1))
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fαWa(h(p
4, p2)) = q−2f(h(pα+2, p−α+4)) + (1− q−1)f(h(pα+4, p−α+2)) + q1/2f(h(pα+5, p−α+1))
fαWa(h(p
3, p3)) = f(h(pα+3, p−α+3)) + q1/2f(h(pα+4, p−α+2))
Plugging α = 1 we obtain identity (31).

When r = 2, 3 we can get some more information if we compute some more Whittaker
functions. We have,
Proposition 4. Integrals W
(2)
(1,0)(e), W
(2)
(0,1)(e) and W
(3)
(0,2)(e) converges in the domain |χ1χ2| <
q1/2. In that domain we have W
(2)
(1,0)(e) = 0, and
(34) W
(2)
(0,1)(e) = q
−3/2χ22(1− q
−1χ21χ
−2
2 )(1− q
−2χ41χ
4
2)
Also, W
(3)
(0,2)(e) is equal to
(35)
q−5/2χ32(1− q
−1χ1χ
−1
2 )
[
q−5/2χ51χ
4
2 +G
(3)
2 (1, p)(1 + χ1χ
−1
2 − q
−1χ31 − q
−1χ21χ2 − q
−1χ1χ
2
2)
]
Proof. To prove this Proposition we cannot directly use the computations carried out in the
proof of Proposition 2. This is because we no longer have the analogous condition to the
condition fWa(h(ǫ, ǫ)h) = fWa(h) which we used there. Nevertheless the computations are
similar and will be omitted here.

5. The proof of Theorem 1
In this section we prove Theorem 1. For the group G2, in most cases the proof follows
immediately from the result of the previous Section. For example, for the group G
(3)
2 we get
the condition χ1 = qχ2 from (6) and (35).
However, for the group GLn and also for G2 with r = 5, this is not enough. In these
cases the proof is based on the study of intertwining operators. Using similar notations as
in [K-P], we denote
λη(f
(r)
χ ) =
∫
U
f (r)χ (ηw0u)ψU(u)du
Here f
(r)
χ is the unramified vector in IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B , and η ∈ T
(r)
0 \T
(r). When η = 1, we
shall denote λη(f
(r)
χ ) by λ(f
(r)
χ ). Given w ∈ W , let Iw denote the corresponding intertwining
operator, and suppose that for the specific χ in question, this intertwining operator Iwf
(r)
χ
converges. Then we have
(36) λ(Iwf
(r)
χ ) = cw(χ)λ(f
(r)
wχ)
Here cw(χ) is a scalar depending on χ, and
wχ(t) = χ(w−1tw) for all t ∈ T .
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Fix an unramified character χ0 of T . Suppose that the unramified sub-representation
of IndG
(r)
B(r)
χ0δ
1/2
B has no nonzero Whittaker function. In particular this means that the
meromorphic continuation of λ(f
(r)
χ ) and λ(Iwf
(r)
χ ) are zero at χ0 for all w as above. We
mention that to apply the intertwining operator Iw we should check that it is well defined
at χ = χ0. Depending on χ0 we then find Weyl elements such that the above vanishings
implies the Theorem.
5.1. The proof in the case G = GLn. The Theorem is clearly true if r ≥ n. So we
assume that r = n − 1. It follows from [K-P] that Θ(n−1) is the unramified constituent of
IndG
(r)
B(r)
µδ
−1/2(n−1)
B δ
1/2
B . Here µ is a character of F
∗. It is viewed as a character of T n−1 as
follows. For t = diag(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T
n−1 define µ(t) = µ(t1)µ(t2) . . . µ(tn). Thus, to prove the
Theorem, we need to prove that under the assumption that the unramified subrepresenta-
tion of IndG
(r)
B(r)
χ0δ
1/2
B has no nonzero Whittaker functions, then χ0 = µδ
−1/2n
B for a suitable
character µ.
For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denote ai = χ0,i(p). We start by proving that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
we have ai = q
j/(n−1)an for some n − i ≤ j ≤ n − 1. We argue by induction on i. If i = 1,
then it follows from the assumption and from Proposition 1 that 1− q−(n−1)an−11 a
−(n−1)
n = 0.
Hence a1 = qan. Consider i = 2. If a2 = a1, there is nothing to prove. If a2 6= a1, then the
the intertwining operator Iw1 is well defined at χ0, and hence we obtain from (36) that
(1− q−1an−11 a
−(n−1)
2 )(1− q
−(n−1)an−12 a
−(n−1)
n ) = 0
The second term is zero if a2 = qan = a1. This contradicts the assumption that a2 6= a1.
Thus, the first term must be zero, and we get a2 = q
−1/(n−1)a1 = q
(n−2)/(n−1)an. To prove the
above for ai, we may assume that ai 6= al for all 1 ≤ l ≤ i− 1. Indeed, if ai = al then by the
induction hypothesis ai has the right form. Thus we may apply the intertwining operator
Iw1 ◦ Iw2 ◦ . . . ◦ Iwi−1 . At the point χ = χ0 we obtain from (36) and from Proposition 1, that
(1− q−(n−1)an−1i a
−(n−1)
n )
i−1∏
k=1
(1− q−1an−1k a
−(n−1)
i ) = 0
The first term cannot be zero, since if so we would get ai = qan = a1 which contradicts the
above assumption. Hence, for some 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1, we have ai = q
−1/(n−1)ak = q
(j−1)/(n−1)an
where n − i ≤ j ≤ n − 1, where the last equation follows from the induction step. This
proves that aiq
j/(n−1)an for the mentioned above values of j.
In particular, we obtain that ai 6= an for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. We claim that using the above
we must have ai = q
(n−i)/(n−1)an. Indeed, when i = n−1, we apply the intertwining operator
Iwn and we get the equality
(1− q−1an−1n−1a
−(n−1)
n )(1− q
−(n−1)an−11 a
−(n−1)
n−1 ) = 0
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If the second term is zero, then an−1 = q
−1a1 = an which contradicts our above assertion
that ai 6= an for all i. Thus the first term is zero, and we get an−1 = q
1/(n−1)an. Assume by
induction that ak = q
(n−k)/(n−1)an for all k ≥ i + 1, and we prove that ai = q
(n−i)/(n−1)an.
From the induction assumption, we deduce that the intertwining operator Iwn−1 ◦Iwn−2 ◦ . . .◦
Iwi is well defined at χ = χ0, and hence we obtain that
(1− q−(n−1)an−11 a
−(n−1)
i )
n∏
k=i+1
(1− q−1an−1i a
−(n−1)
k ) = 0
The left most term cannot be zero, and plugging ak = q
(n−k)/(n−1)an, we obtain that ai =
q(n−k+1)/(n−1)an for some k ≥ i+ 1. However, from the above, we know that ai = q
j/(n−1)an
for some n− i ≤ j ≤ n− 1. Hence, n− i ≤ n− k + 1 ≤ n− 1, which implies that k ≤ i+ 1.
Thus we must have k = i+ 1, and the result follows.
We proved that ai = q
(n−i)/(n−1)an for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This means that χ0 = µδ
−1/2(n−1)
B
where µ = | · |1/2χn,0, and the Theorem follows.
5.2. The proof in the case G = G2. We first indicate the parameters of the Theta rep-
resentation Θ(r). This can be found in [Gao]. Write IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B as Ind
G(r)
B(r)
(χ1, χ2)δ
1/2
B . By
that we mean that if we parameterize t = diag(t1, t2, t
−1
1 t2, 1, t1t
−1
2 , t
−1
2 , t
−1
1 ), then χ(t) =
χ1(t1)χ2(t2).
Assume first that r is not divisible by three. In this case Θ(r) is the unramified subrepre-
sentation of IndG
(r)
B(r)
δ
−1/2r
B δ
1/2
B . Then, if we write the representation as Ind
G(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B , we have
χ1(p) = q
2/r and χ2(p) = q
1/r.
When r is divisible by three, the representation Θ(r) is the unramified subrepresentation
of IndG
(r)
B(r)
µδ
1/2
B where µ is defined as follows. Write t ∈ T as above. Then we have µ(t) =
|t1|
−4/r|t2|
−1/r. From this we deduce that if Θ(r) is the unramified constituent of IndG
(r)
B(r)
χδ
1/2
B
then χ1(p) = q
4/r and χ2(p) = q
1/r.
It is simple to check that if we plug these values in equations (5) - (10), (29) - (32), (34)
and (35), we get zero.
It is not hard to check that if we apply the intertwining operator Iwa to the unramified
vector f
(r)
χ in IndG
(r)
B(r)
(χ1, χ2)δ
1/2
B , then we obtain Iwa(f
(r)
χ ) = cwa(χ)f
(r)
waχ where cwa(χ) =
(1− q−1χr11 χ
−r1
2 )/(1−χ
r1
1 χ
−r1
2 ) and f
(r)
waχ is the unramified vector in Ind
G(r)
B(r)
(χ2, χ1)δ
1/2
B . Here
r1 = r if r is not divisible by three, and r1 = r/3 if r is divisible by three. We remind
the reader that when there is no confusion we write χi in short for χi(p). In both cases
we can apply Iwa only if χ1 6= χ2. Similarly, when we apply Iwb, we obtain cwb(χ) =
(1− q−1χr2)/(1− χ
r
2) and f
(r)
wbχ is the unramified vector in Ind
G(r)
B(r)
(χ1χ2, χ
−1
2 )δ
1/2
B . Hence, Iwb
is defined only if χ2 6= 1.
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To prove the Theorem, assume that the unramified subrepresentation of IndG
(r)
B(r)
χ0δ
1/2
B has
no nonzero Whittaker function. Write a1 = χ0,1(p) and a2 = χ0,2(p).
When r 6= 2, 3, 5, the Theorem follows from Propositions 2, 3 and 4. We now prove the
Theorem for the case r = 5. From Proposition 2 we obtained W (5)(e) = 1− q−3χ51χ
5
2. Since
we assume that W (5)(e) = 0 we deduce that a1a2 = q
3/5. Assume that a2 6= 1. Then we
can apply Iwb on Ind
G(r)
B(r)
χ0δ
1/2
B , and the vanishing of the left hand side of (36) implies that
(1−q−1a52)(1−q
−3a51) = 0. The first term in this product is just the numerator of cwb(χ0) and
the second term is identity (8) applied to the induced representation IndG
(r)
B(r)
(χ1χ2, χ
−1
2 )δ
1/2
B
at the point χ = χ0. If 1 − q
−3a51 = 0 then the identity a1a2 = q
3/5 implies that a2 = 1
which is a contradiction. Hence we must have 1 − q−1a52 = 0 which implies that a2 = q
1/5
and hence a1 = q
2/5. These are exactly the parameters of Θ(5). If a2 = 1, then Iwb is
not defined on IndG
(r)
B(r)
χ0δ
1/2
B , and it is not hard to check that Iwa will not give us any
new information. We apply Iwb ◦ Iwa . This is well defined since the assumption a2 = 1
and the condition a1a2 = q
3/5 implies that a1 6= a2. The intertwining operator Iwb ◦ Iwa
maps IndG
(r)
B(r)
(χ1, χ2)δ
1/2
B into Ind
G(r)
B(r)
(χ1χ2, χ
−1
1 )δ
1/2
B and is well defined. Indeed, Iwa maps
IndG
(r)
B(r)
(χ1, χ2)δ
1/2
B into Ind
G(r)
B(r)
(χ2, χ1)δ
1/2
B . Since χ1 6= 1 we can further apply Iwb. Equality
(36) at the point χ = χ0 implies that (1 − q
−1a51a
−5
2 )(1 − q
−1a51)(1 − q
−3a52) = 0. Since we
assumed that a2 = 1 then the condition a1a2 = q
3/5 implies a1 = q
3/5, and plugging these
values into the above equality we obtain a contradiction. This completes the proof of the
Theorem in the case when r = 5.
Finally, when r = 3, as mentioned above, we deduce from Propositions 2 and 4 that
χ = (χ1, χ1, | · |
−1), and when r = 2 we obtain from Section 4 that χ is one of the three cases
mentioned in the introduction.
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